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“Stochastic assessment of hydrogeological and geochemical variables exhibiting
multiscale spatial heterogeneity”
Abstract: A theoretical formulation for the stochastic characterization of spatially distributed variables that
are typical of hydrogeological and/or geochemical scenarios manifested on various scales of heterogeneity is
introduced. We analyze jointly the probability distribution of a variable of interest, Y, and its associated
spatial increments, ∆Y, taken between locations separated by any given distance (or lag). The spatial
distribution of Y is interpreted through a bi-modal Gaussian mixture model. The modes of the latter
correspond to an indicator random variable which in turn is related to the occurrence of different processes
and/or geomaterials across the domain of observation. We then derive rigorous formulations for the
probability density function (PDF) of spatial increments ∆Y. As such, we rely on a joint analysis of the PDF
of data and their increments within a unique theoretical framework to ensure consistency between these two
types of information. Our modeling approach embeds key features emerging from the analysis of
experimental evidences. These include (i) a slight to moderate asymmetry in the distribution of Y and (ii) the
tendency of the PDF of ∆Y to evolve with lag. After analyzing the main features of the model and its
parameter estimation procedure through a set of synthetic scenarios, we consider two experimental data sets
associated with different processes and observation scales. The first data set is a collection of microscale
reaction rate maps evaluated from Atomic Force Microscopy imaging of the surface of a calcite crystal in
contact with a fluid and subject to dissolution. The second data set is a collection of Darcy-scale airpermeability data acquired on a block of volcanic tuff through minipermeameters associated with various
measurement scales. Our results (a) reveal a remarkable agreement between sample and modeled statistics of
Y and ∆Y for both systems and (b) show that one can effectively infer distributions of quantities of interest
through a joint analysis of measured values and their increments.
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